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Q: I have a database that stores sales data. The details table contains
one record for each sale of each item. Now I want to create a report
showing sales of each item for each of three years. I want a column
for each year and a row for each product. How can I create such a
report?
A: The kind of report you're looking for is called a cross-tab. Writing
your own cross-tabulation can be pretty ugly. Fortunately, VFP
provides a tool to do it for you.
The tool is VFPXTAB.PRG and it's in the VFP home directory. You hand
it a cursor or table containing three columns and it creates a new table
or cursor where, by default, the first column provides the row
information, the second column provides the column information, and
the third column supplies the data that goes where rows and columns
intersect.
Let's look at an example to both clarify and show you how to use
VFPXTAB. I'll use data from the Northwind database that comes with
VFP. Figure 1 shows the report.

Figure 1: Creating cross-tabs—The VFPXTab tool lets you create cross-tabs, so you
can consolidate data for periods of time, locations, or other groupings.
The first step in creating this report is to run a query that collects the
data of interest. VFPXTab expects three columns; the example uses
products for the rows, year for the columns and sales amount for the
actual data. To call VFPXTab, you need a cursor with those three
items.
Here's the query that does the initial data collection:
SELECT ProductID, YEAR(OrderDate) as nYear, ;
Quantity*UnitPrice AS nSales ;
FROM Orders ;
JOIN OrderDetails ;
ON Orders.OrderID = OrderDetails.OrderID ;
WHERE YEAR(OrderDate) BETWEEN 1996 AND 1998 ;
INTO CURSOR ProductsWithYears

Note that I don't have to group and sum in this query; the cross-tab
program takes care of that.
The next step is easy: Call VFPXTab. The system variable _GENXTab
points to the current cross-tab generator program. By using it, rather

than pointing to a specific program, you make it easier to switch to
another cross-tab generator. Regardless of which generator you're
using, for runtime, you need to explicitly set _GENXTab to the right
program and make sure to include that program in your project.
VFPXTab uses the table in the current work area as its input. It accepts
up to 10 parameters, but all of them are optional. (They're
documented in the header comments of the program.) In this case,
you can ignore most of them.
When you don't specify otherwise, VFPXTab stores the results in a
table named XTab.DBF. While the name XTab is fine, I'd prefer a
cursor, so I'll pass the first two parameters, the name of the result,
and a flag indicating whether to create a table (.F.) or a cursor (.T.):
DO (_GENXTAB) WITH "Xtab", .T.

Figure 2 shows the result. The first column contains the product ID;
there's one row for each product. After that, there's one column for
each year. VFPXTab reads the data in the second column of the cursor
you supply and creates a column for each unique value. The name of
the column is based on that value; in this case, because the values are
numeric and VFP field names must begin with a letter or underscore,
the field names are prefaced with "N_". The intersection of each row
and column contains the total sales for that product in that year.

Figure 2: Result—VFPXTab creates one column for each unique value in the second
column of the original data.

A little polish
While VFPXTab has done the hard part, there's a little more to do
before running the report. I want to show the name of the product, not
its ID. In addition, while VFPXTab sorts on the first column, in this
case, that's not the right order, since I want the report alphabetical by
product name. Here's a query that combines the cross-tab results with
the Products table to get the data in exactly the form needed for the
report:
SELECT XTab.*, Products.ProductName ;
FROM XTab ;
JOIN Products ;
ON XTab.ProductID = Products.ProductID ;
ORDER BY ProductName ;
INTO CURSOR SalesByYear

The only thing left to do is call the report. You'll find a program to
build the data (SalesByYear.PRG) and the report in Figure 1
(SalesByYear.FRX) on this month's Professional Resource CD.
The other parameters you're likely to deal with are the fifth, sixth, and
seventh. These let you specify which fields of your original cursor or
table supply the rows (fifth param), columns (sixth param) and data
(seventh param) for the cross-tab.
Although VFPXTab does a good job with what it can do, it is limited in
some ways. In particular, it can only cross-tabulate one item at a time.
If you want to cross-tabulate multiple fields (for example, quantity
sold and total sales), you have to look at other tools. There are a
couple of public domain cross-tab generators available for VFP,
including FastXTab and MatXTab. You can find more information about
them on the FoxPro Wiki at http://fox.wikis.com.
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